A Roman Pewter Hoard from Appleford, Berk
By DAVID BROWN
N 1968 a hoard of Roman pewter and other objects were found during gravel
extraction at one of Arney's pits at Appleford, Berks. This particular pit
occupies the fields immediately to the south-west of the village of Appleford
(PL. VI, Il), an area known as Appleford Field. The find was made some time
in the spring, but did not come to light till the autumn, and then only by a
fortunate chain of coincidences.
In August 1968, ~lrs. P. Frearson brought two pewter plates (nos. 17 and 18)
to the Alhmolean Museum to have them identified. A few days later Professor
Stuart Piggott call('d at the museum to say that Mr. H. Shorten of Woolstone had
two pieces of pewter, a small jug and a large in cribed plate (nos. I and 24),
which had come from a local gravel pit; he thought at Appleton. This seemed
mor(' than coincidence, and I made a number of enquiries locally to see if anything more was known of the find. There are no gravel pits at Appleton, but
several at Appleford near Abingdon, and in the villages nearby, and it seemed
likely that the find had been made there. Mr. E. Sutton visited the pits around
Appleford, spoke to the workmen and located the site of the find. :l.feanwhile
Mr. Shorten had brought his two pieces in to the museum.
Gravel extraction at the Appleford pit is by means of a large bucket on the
end of a dragline. First the dragline clears the topsoil down to a clean gravel
surfacl'; then in a second operation the gravel is extracted down to the hluegrey clay below. The pit is left open to be filled with waste ash from the nearby
Didcot power station; eventually the topsoil will be replaced and the land
re-used. If any patches of dirty gravel, black soil or the like, are encountered
after the removal of the topsoil and during the actual extraction process, they
are scooped up and thrown aside into the bottom of the pi!. It was on one such
dump of thrown-back material that some of the workmen in the pit subsequently
found the first pieces of pewter. At the time they were not recognized for what
they were; they looked' more like 50 many battered hub-caps and du tbin lids
than anything else '-an opinion repeated more than once after they reached the
museum! This first finding seems to have taken place some time in ~larch 1968.
It was not until early September that ~lr. Sutton ,;sited th~ pit and went
down to the dump where the first pieces had been found (PL. VI, A). There was
quite a lot of pottery lying about; he start~d to collect it, then he found a lead
weight, and then, much to his surprise, he started finding more pewter plates.
There followed two vcry exciting days in which 1I1r. Sutton, with the very active
support of 1I1r. Gordon Plummer, managing director of Amey's Aggregate" Dr.
and 1I1rs. J. R. Harris and myself, excavated the whole of the pile of waste at
the bottom of the pit, finding in all another 18 vessels and the ironwork and other
objects described below. Subsequently I returned to the site with 1I1r. Eric
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Foster of the Research Laboratory for Archaeology and the History of Art at
Oxford and a new and improved metal detector which was then being developed.
The dump of waste was worked over again and a few more fragments of the iron
chain were discovered. None of the other nearby dumps of waste in the bottom
of the pit contained any metal objects at all.
At Arney's request, an announcement of the finding of the hoard was
delayed until December, by which time the iron objects had been cleaned and
treated at the Ashmolean, and put on exhibition beside the still-battered pieces
of pewter. The hoard was featured in the lilustrated London News and in local
newspapers,' and as a result of this publicity Mr. F. J. Denzey, headmaster of
the Chilton County School, wrote to say that he had a pewter plate from the find
in the school museum, and that he knew of another one elsewhere. Mr. Denzey
readily brought his plate in to the museum, and shortly afterwards the other one
as well. This brought the total number of vessels to 24, but there was still no
way of knowing if any more remained in private hands. It had never been
known how many vessels had been picked up by the workmen when the hoard
was first found; their various recollections were fully accounted for by Mrs.
FreaNon's and ~Ir. Shorten's pieces, and t.Ir. Denzey's had been an unexpected
addition.
A test of the completeness of the hoard was suggested by the vessels themselves. Over the years they had lain crushed together in the ground, so that
now each piece was distorted and marked with the rim and base of the piece
lying next to it. In addition, when the plates had been scooped up by the dragline the edge of the bucket had caught the pile so that now many of the plates
had a recent dent in one side. If, with these various marks as a guide, the pieces
could be fitted back into their correct positions with respect to one another and
there were no gaps, the hoard could be claimed to be complete.
Most of the pieces had been in one of two groups, a pile of the small bowls
and a pile of the plates. The bowls (PL. VII, A), fitted over the rim of the very
squashed piece, I I. On one side, 6 fitted upside down with g upside down above
it ; a small piece, probably the lIuted bowl, 3, fitted inside g. On the other side,
10 was perched on the rim of I I with 8 upside down, folded over its rim.
The
large pile of plates had been caught by the bucket and the pieces no longer fit
together very well, as the photograph (PL. VII, s) shows. Nevertheless, the
positions of the pieces are not in doubt-at the bottom 15, then Ig, then 14
upside down, then 23, then 21 ; the edge of 15 fitted in upside down between Ig
and 14· The largest plate, 24, was almost doubled up by the impact of the
edge of the bucket, and must have been sticking out on the top or the bottom of
this pile. Plate 22 has on it the impression of a rim which could be from plate
16 or 21, but it is not possible to decide between the two since the plate had
been straightened before being brought to the museum. Plates 12 and 13 have
the marks of each other, but of no other pieces; so too do plates 17 and 18.
1 Illustrated LDtulon Ntws, Dec. 21, 1968, 3<>-31 j and subsequently in Nature 221, Jan. II, 1969, 1'27.
Both these accounts are superceded by the nOtes in J. &m. Stud., LVIIl (1g6g), '231, 239. plt. 16 and 17.
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This leaves I, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 20 which have no particular marks on them at all.
The result is perhaps not quite conclusive, though the fact that there are no marks
which cannot be accounted for is good evidence that the hoard is now complete.
The Directors of the Arney Group have placed the hoard on loan in the
Ashmolean Museum where it is now exhibited. The various objects have been
treated in the museum's laboratory by .\1i,s A. C. Western and '\lrs. K. Kimber;
the ironwork was dealt with at once, but the treatment of the pewter involving
cleaning and straightening has becn a slower process which is now only just
complete. Miss Western has described the method of treatment of the iron in
a paper in Studies in Conservation,' and intends to do the same for the pewter in
the near future. Both methods are essentially quite simple and are extremely
worthwhile in terms of appearance and the amount of detail which shows up on
the cleaned objects.
POSITION AND CONTEXT OF THE FISD

The soil surrounding the objects dumped 111 the bottom of the gravel pit was
brown loamy earth, in parts very gravelly,; the immediate surrounding of the
objects wa~ peaty, full of rotting plant and twig remains. This must have lain
in a waterlogged position, and probably in the bottom of a well rather than in
a specially dug pit, for thr scraps of iron, pottery, vegetable and bone refuse
would not have been so likely there. The gravel hereabouts is very loo.e, and
the well sbaft would bave needed some revetment if it was to survive for long.
AI""'e the watertable it is likdy that this revNment would have rotted and the
sicles collapsed, making the well invisible from the surface. Lower clown, some
trace of timber or "icker revetment would have been expected, though none was
found. It i' possible that the objects and the peaty deposit lay right at the
bottom of the well, below the bottom of any revetment.
It will be clear from the description above that the immediate surroundings
of this well had been removed long before the find came to light, so there is no
"ay of kno\\;ng if there was a building of any sort nearby. rt seems certain at
least that there was no stone building, for there is no masonry debris lying about
and the workmen in the pit said that they had Dot found any. Sherd, of Roman
pottery can be picked up all onr the area, but these come no doubt from the
Roman.period ditches which pattern the site (PL. VI, B). Subsequently, the
excavation of an area of these ditches was undertaken by Mrs. J. Greenaway of
Reading .\lu<cum; Hnds include pottery of the grd and 4th centuries, and a pit
or well with part of the wicker Iinmg still in position. This provides some sort
of context for the well and its hoard.·
We have then to deal with the filling of a well which includes a group of 24
pewter vessels. In addition there arc iron objects, fragments of pottery, querns,
animal and human bones, pieces of leather and a quantity of vegetable debris.
The iron and pewter lay amongst the vegetable debris ; some of the pottery and
'A. C. Western. Slllliw in OmstroatiM, xvu ('~17'2) . 83-87 .
• During 1973 the Oxfordshire Archaeological Unit carri('(i out further excavation in the northern
part of the fidd.
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animal bones were amongst the more earthy soil, and the human bones all were.
These objects should be thought of as a • well group' built up over a period of
years. The only certain hoard items within that group are the 24 pewter vessels.
DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECTS

The peWItT hoard ( FICS. 1-4, 9)
In describing the vessels I have concentrated on the technical aspects for each
piece, and on any decoration, for the shape seems to be adequately shown by
the drawings. A few words about the manufacturing process here will save a lot
of repetition, and explain the points I have tried to notice.
Pewter was cast in moulds and then polished. Objects made of more than
one casting, such as the small flagon and the pedestal bowl, were soldered together
before polishing. The polishing was done on a lathe, and on most of the pieces
signs of this rotary polishing are clearly visible at some point or other. On the
/Iat piece., the plates and shallow bowls, there is invariably an unpolished area
in the middle of the underside; tltis is the area which was covered by the faceplate of the lathe. It shows particularly clearly on the back of plate 17 PL. VIO, A
and FIG. 3" together with a number of compa. s drawn circles and arcs. These
marks are not decorative, as has been suggested, but functional; they may be
~xplained in this way.
For satisfactory polishing, the casting must be well centred on the lathe, and
for tbis the centre point of the casting must be found. With only the cast circular
footring on the base of the plate as a guide, this is done by drawing arcs with
a compass centred on the opposite ends of diameters, as it were at the four
cardinal points around the edge of the footring. With a radius approximately
equal to the radius of the footring, these arcs intersect to form a square. If the
radius is exactly right then the square vanishes to a point which is the centre,
as on plate 17 ( PL. VlI1, A and FIG. 3) if the radius is a bit too big or a bit too
small, the centre of the plate must be estimated as the centre of the square, as
on plates 12 and 18 ( PL. IX, A, B; . This was obviou Iy accurate enough. Then,
with compass point at the centre of the plate a number of circles are drawn on
the underside. These form a guide in positioning the base of the plate against
the face-plate of the lathe-a number of circles, some too large, some too small,
allow the plate to be centred correctly. The plate is held in position by a nail,
or something similar, which goes right through the centre of the plate; and, so
that the plate doesn't slip when the lathe is rotating, the underside is gripped by
three spikes which project from the edge of the face-plate of the lathe. When the
polishing has been completed and the plate removed from tbe lathe, the centre
hole which goes right through the plate, and the 3 smaller spike holes are filled
up with plugs of metal as can be seen in the photographs.
This pattern of compass-drawn arcs and circles is sometimes very faint, or
not visible at all ; but the filling of the central hole and the spike holes (always 3)
is visible on all the larger plates and on most of the small ones. In the descriptions
of the individual pieces I have described these traces of manufacture as • normal
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lathe-mounting scars' and' compass work'. I have also recorded the diameter
of the unpolisbed area on the base of the plates, for this must be approximately
equal to the diameter of the face-plate of the lathe. Measurements of the footrings record the overall or outside diameters.l
I. Small flagon with ribbed handle; made in 4 pieces, two for the body, one for the
concave base, one for the handle. The junction of the two body pieces shows as a line
of shallow scoops on the outside (PL. x, A) and by rough scabs and blobs of solder on
the inside. The foot i. splayed out to make a seating for the ba.e which is pushed in
from below and soldered into position (PL. x, B) ; beads of solder show up around the
m.ide of the join. The outer surface is lathe-polished. The handle, ribbed on three
side. and with a contraction hollow on the fourth, i. tongued through the wall at the
top, and laid flat against it and soldered on at the bottom; the joins are very messy.
Height 0"7 m.
2. Flat, .Iightly dished, platter (PL. Xl, A, B) ; =t in one piece; the rim points downwards like a second footring; upper side polished and worn; underside unpolished,
left as cast; central hole bunged up from below, but otherwise no signs oflathe-mounting. A single groove and a line of scallops are incised around the edge. On the
underside is the lightly incised graffito NARINA (PL. XIU, c and FIG. 9). Mr. R. P.
Wright suggests that this is a name derived from the nomen Narius."
Overall diam. 0'133; footring diam. 0'053 m.
3. Fluted bowl, cast in one piece. The decoration is cast in low relief and appears
only on the inside of the bowl (PL. Xl, A, B). In the centre is a rosette surrounded by
a ring with 35 spokes; the walls are fluted, probably 43 flutes, and there is a band of
77 raised beads around the rim. The raised decoration makes rotary polishing impossible, and there is no sign of it or of any other sort of polishing; nevertheless the
surface of the bowl is very smooth. A small hole has been drilled through the rim just
inside the bead row, and there is a criss·cross of scratches inside the footring on the
underside. Corrosion has eaten a large hole in the side of the plate; this is the only
significant case of deterioration of any of the pieces of the hoard.
Overall diam. 0'140; footring diam. 0'052 m.
4. Small plate, =t in one piece (PL. Xl, A, B) ; rotary polished save for patch on base,
but there is no visible sign of face-plate spikes or central hole.
Overall diam. 0"40; footring diam. 0'055; unpolished diam. 0·062.m
5. Small bowl; the foot wa. made separately and soldered on. Marks of rotary
polishing all over except the bottom of the bowl and the inside of the foot, but no signs
oflathe-mounting. The bowl is now badly buckled.
Overall diam . approx. 0 '15 m.
6. Small bowl with convex walls; =t in one piece, rim thickened by folding inwards ;
rotary-polished all over except inside footring; filled central hole and spike scars.
Decorated with a band or vertical burnished grooves around the outside.
Overall diam. o' 16 ; foolring diam. o' 073 m.
7. Octagonal flanged bowl on a tall foot; made in two pieces, the foot being soldered
to the bottom or the bowl (PL. xn, A) ; polishing as no. 5, all over except inside foot
and on the bottom of the bowl. A lightly m.cribed line follows the edge of the flange,
and there is a broad shallow groove inside the lip of the bowl.
Diameter of the flange, max. o· 190; min. o· 175 m.
8. Shallow bowl, ca.t in one piece; rotary-polished all over except inside footring, but
without signs of lathe mounting.
Overall diam. o' 15; footring diam. o' 52 m.
J I have described the manufacture of Roman pewterware in more detail in • volume of studies of
Roman Craflmun tmd tJui, ttchniqws (edited by D. E. Strong and O. Brown), which is due to be publi.shed

in the near future.

• R. P. Wright, J. Rom. Slud.,
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9· Shallow bowl, cast in one piece; rotary-polished with nonnal lathe-mounting
scars, though the filling of the central hole is not visible on the inside.
Overall diam. o' 197 ; footring diam. o' 138 ; unpolished diam. o' 068 m.
10. Hemispherical bowl, cast in one piece; shallow groove inside lip of bowl; traces
of rotary polishing clear on rim and flange only; no sign of lathe-mounting. A hole
in the wall of the bowl has been mended with a patch applied to the outside.
Overall diam. o' 180; footring diam. 0 ·068 m.
I I. Hemispherical bowl; made in two pieces, the foot being soldered to the base of
the bowl. Polishing as nos. 5 and 7, all over except on the base and inside the foot.
The neat join between the bowl and the foot shows up well on the cleaned surface
(PL. XII, 0).

Overall diam. 0'20 m.
Flat plate with flanged rim; rotary-polished with normal lathe-mounting scars
and compass work. In this case the compass setting was an overestimate, producing
a convex-sided square (PL. IX, A).
Overall diam. o' 304; footring diam. o' 128 ; unpolished diam. o· 128 m.
13· Flat plate without rim. This piece is the remains of a larger plate from which
the rim has been cut away; presumably it was splitting off as many of the other>
show signs of doing. Grooves on the floor of the plate and one around the edge which
was used as a guide line for the cutting down. Rotary-polished, normal lathe-mounting
scars and compass work.
Overall (cut down) diam. 0'305; footring diam. 0'182; unpolished diam.
J 2.

0'12 m .

14· Flat plate with flanged rim. Grooves on floor of plate; rotary-polished with
normal lathe-mounting scars and compass work. The polishing lines are very clear
and the surface is very little worn as though the plate had not been used much; even
so the rim is splitting off.
Overall diam. o' 30; footring diam. o' I6.}; unpolished diam. o' 124 m.
15· Flat plate with curving side wall and flanged rim; groove on floor of plate; rim
splitting off; rotary-polished with normal lathe-mounting scars and compass
work.
Overall diam. 0 '355 ; footring diam. o' 158; unpolished diam. o· 105 m.
16. Flat plate, narrow Ranged. rim ; rotary-polished, normal lathe-mounting scars and
compa~s work. A doodle scratched in the centre of the plate, a square and part of
another square, is reminiscent of the pattern in the centre of plate 21.
Overall diam. 0 '36; footring diam. o· '78; unpolished diam. o· t t6 m.
17· Flat plate with curving side wall and flanged rim; two bands of grooves on the
floor of the plate; the beading along the edge of the rim has been given a cogged
effect with 203 vertical chisel cuts; rotary-polished, normal lathe-mounting scars and
compass work as described on p. 187 and illustrated on PI. \'111, A. In this case the
compass setting was estimated. correctly and the arcs intersect at a point.
Overall diam. 0'36; footring diam. 0'185 ; unpolished diam. 0'13 m.
18. Flat plate with curving side wall and flanged rim ; a pair to plate 17. Concentric
grooves on floor ofpl.te; 212 cuts in the edge of the rim. Rotary-polished, normal
lathe-mounting scars and compass work. Two pads of metal sticking to the outer edge
of the rim at opposite ends of a diameter look like the remains of casting risers. In this
case the compass setting was an underestimate producing a concave-sided square
(PL. LX, 0) .

Overall diam. o· 36 ; footring diam. o· 184; unpolished diam. o· 124 m.
19· Flat plate with triangular rim pointing downwards; the plate was slightly dished
to allow the footring to stand flat; rotary-polished, normal lathe-mounting scars and
compass work.
Overall diam. 0'385; footring diam. 0'162; unpolished diam. approx. 0'09 m.
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20. Flat plate with flanged rim; concentric circles on Roor of plate; rim splitting off ;
rotary· polished with normal lathe-mounting scars and compass work.
Overall diarn. o' 384; footring diam. o' 202; unpolished diarn. o·oga m.
21. Flat plate with a flanged rim. In the centre of the plate is a roundel of decoration
made with a chisel-cnded punch; the pattern (PL. VIII, B) is the same as that on plate 9

of the hoard from Appleshaw, Hants.l Rotary-polished, normal lathe-mounting sears
and compass work. Sears of three risers (?) equally spaced around the edge of the rim.
Overall diam. 0 '46; footring diam. 0 '222; unpolished diam. approx. o' 13-<> ' 14 m.
22. Flat plate with flanged rim ; apparently a pair to plate 2 J although not decorated;
rim splitting off; rotary-polished, lathe-mounting scars and compass work. On the
upper side of the flange of the rim there is a very lightly scratched inscription which
Mr. R. P. Wright reads as follows: 'Three graffiti have been cut on the upper surface
of the rim: (i) One horizontal stroke and eight digits are lightly cut, but the group
seems to be a secondary cutting as the terminal digit is shortened to avoid overriding
the first letter of the next graffito. (ii) The primary text, more deeply cut, reads
MIILLUNAE, Mdtun .. or A1tliun.., a name which seems to be unmatched. (iii)
A tertiary graffito in very shallow cuts following (ii) reads: SOMIA. This name seems
to be unmatched." The drawing (flO. 9) reproduces the more visible parts of this
inscription.
Overall diam. 0'45; footring diam. 0'224; unpolished diam. 0"4 m.
23. Flat plate with heavy triangular rim; circles inscribed around the centre of the
floor of the plate; rotary-polished, normal lathe-mounting scars and compass work.
On the base, inside the foolring, is the graffito: PACATA' (PL. Xlii, D and FIG. 9).
Overall diam. 0 '38; footring diam. 0'194; unpolished diam. 0'10 m .
.24. Large flat plate with heavy triangular rim; inscribed circles around centre of the
plate. Although much larger, the plate is a pair to plate 23, the shape and the form
of the rim being exactly the same. Rotary-polished, normal lathe-mounting scars and
compass work. On the base, inside the footring, is the graffito: PACATA EMITA
PARTA SVA LOVERNIANVS DONAVIT (PL. Xtu, A, and FlO. 9). Pacata, a name,
is written in the same style and size as on plate 23. The rest of the inscription is in
larger letters, and is obviously secondary. IfEMITA is read as a mistake for EMPTA.
the inscription can be translated, C Lovernianus presented his own purchased acquisitions: or more simply, Lovemianus presented the things he had bought.' Lovernianus is a name derived from the Celtic Lovernios, meaning son ora fox '.7
Overall diam. o· 50 ; footring diam. 0'.25 ; unpolished diam. o· 10 m.
J

C
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The ironwork. (FIGS. 5-7.)
T have had the benefit of discussing these iron objects with Dr. W. H. Manning. His
comments and references have been incorporated into the notes which follow:
25. Cauldron chain of double-looped links, divided by a decorative knot into two arms
each ending in a hook; I I links in the upper arm, 5 in each lower arm. The hooks
are made up of three rods of metaJ, two in front and one decoratively twisted behind;
they are forged into a knob at the end and bound together by a collar at the top. The
plain pieces at the front join together to make a loop at the top; the decorative rod
ends in a tapering spiral behind. At the top of the chain, two large suspension rings
of different sizes are joined to the top link by a single stout ring with butted ends.
A free-swinging hook is attached to the link which is second from top.
Overall length 1'47 m. (4 ft. 10 ins.).
Professor Piggott described and listed a number of iron eauldron chains in his
5 Arc/uuologia, LVI (18g8), 10.
'R. P. Wright,.7. Rom. Stud., WI (tg6g), '39.
1 M note (6) j 1 am indebted to ~ir. Wright and Mr. Mark Hassan for reading and interpreting
this inscription.
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discussion of three Scottish hoards of ironwork of the Roman period in 1955.' Two
of these, from Cirencester, Glos., and Great Chesterfield, Essex, are more or less
complete examples of chains like this onc, and there is a third complete c,'''Cample at
Winchester. 9 These three examples all have a decorative iron cage and a large ring at
the top-a device incorporating a swivel allowing the chain and cauldron to revolve.
This adds a foot or so to Iheir height; Great Chesterfield measures 7! ft., Cirencester
about 6 ft. 6 in., Winchester just over 6 ft., compared with the Appleford 4 ft. 6 ins.
without cage and swivel. All four examples have the same sort of composite hooks
with twisted metal decoration and all are made of double-looped links. These links
were easier to make than those on a normat length of chain in which each new link
had to be forged on to the last one; in the case of double-looped links, a whole series
of rings could be forged independently and then bent to shape and fitted one inside the
other later. The Great Chesterford, Winchester and Appleford chains have exactly
the same decorative knot of iron at the point where the chain divides; the Circncester
chain is broken at this point and a plain S-shaped hook holds it together.
The free-swinging hook at the top of the Apple ford chain has a parallel at Cirencester, and on a chain depicted on a relief dedicated to the Deae Matres in Bonn. 10
The scene shows an old man skimming scum off the top of a cauldron which is suspended
from a chain, not a double·linked chain, but otherwise like these. These hooks were
probably for hanging up the ladle and other hooks used in the cooking. Although the
Winchester and Great Chesterford chains do not have free-swinging hooks, they do
have decorative hooks on the lower part of their swivel cages and these could have been
used for the same purpose. The simHari ty of these four chains is remarkable, linked
as they are by both technical and decorative details. With any other object I would
say that such simjlarity shouts of a common workshop origin, but I hesitate to do 50
in the case of ironwork, for I suspect that a skilled blacksmith could make or copy more
or less what he chose. In 4th century Roman Britain there must have been many
blacksmiths making chains like this.
The remarkable chain from the 7th century Sutton Hoo ship burial deserves
mention here,I1 for it too shows the same combination of double·looped links and
decorative knotwork. It is much larger and more elaborate, and it is made up of
a variety of elements not all of which are matched in the Roman chains. Yet the
double· looped links and decorative knot are not found in the contemporary Scandi·
navian cauldron chains, and their presence at Sutton Hoo argues for continuity of
tradition among East Anglian blacksmiths from the Roman period.
26. Iron steelyard with two suspension points and hooks, sliding weight and hook,
omC'ga·shaped meat hook and two weights, and several unplaced links. The weights
are of lead; the sliding weight weighs 794·5 grams, the weight attached to the omega
hook 245.6 grams, and the smallest weight 112·4 grams. The yardarm has a square
section, and is djstinctly notched along the upper and lower edges; the exact position
of some of the notches in the centre of the bar where the arm is bent is uncertain, but
their number can be estimated precisely.
Overall length 0 ·44 m.
Steelyards of this sort, with hvo suspension points and two scales, allow a range of
light and heavy objects to be weighed. Normally there is a slight overlap between the
scales, and both scales weigh things in the same units. In this steelyard, as drawn,
the upper scale is the low scale and the lower scale is the high scale. Movement of the
sliding weight from one notch to the next corresponds with an increase of one C unit '

.xot..

• S. Piggott, Prot. Soc. Anls .
LXXXVII (1952 ), 4'2-44 .
• West Gate Museum; 1 am indebted to Professor Piggott and ~(r. Manning for information about
this chain .
.. E. Espernndieu. /Ucwil Gtnmd du Bru-rtJiejs ... , XI, no. 77&.1.
" R. L. S. Bruce ~titford, 71tt SWIM Hr» ShiP Ruru,l : .1 Handbook (2nd roo197" • 3ft..-39. figs 16-17.
and the reconstruction now exhibited in the Brituh ~Iusc:um.
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to the load on the hook. Knowing the geometry of the bar and the mass of the sliding
weight the size of this' unit J can be calculated.

For the upper scale,'
Average distance ben....een notches

,6'7

== -6- ==

2'

78 em.

Distance between point of suspension and point of loading - 7' 5 em.
2'7 8 X 794'5 294' 5 grams.
Unit load on low scale =

7'5

For the lower scale "
Average distance between notches

26'35
=25

"05 em.

Distance between point of suspension and point of loading = 4'0 em.
"05 X 794'5
Unit load on high scale
208·6 grams.
4
The unit load on the upper scale approximates to the Roman pound, the libra of 327
to 328 grams, but the unit load on the lower scale is less than two-thirds of this amount.
If the iron hook belonging to the sliding weight had been included, and some allowance
had been made for links to join them together, both unit loads would have been
increased slightly bringing that for the upper scale yet nearer to the libra. And, if the
small lead weight which is shown attached to the loading hook had really been attached
to the sliding weight, the unit loads would have gone up still further making that for
the upper scale more than the Jibra while that for the lower scale remained less. This
may seem the best compromise solution, though in f.'lCl, no amount of juggling with
the weights can affect the difference between the two scales which is determined by the
geometry of the bar and the positions of the notches marked on it. The ratio of the
units being measured by the two scales will always be J '41 : r.
Complicated explanations can be devised for this difference, but none of them are
satisfactory. For example, the steelyard might have been designed in the first place
to weigh things in two different sets of units but, if so, why does it have a high and a
low scale rather than two scales covering the same range of weights? Or, the units
could be made the same on both scales if an additional weight was added to the slider
when switching from the low scale to the high scale, but this would destroy any
advantage to be gained from having the two scales on the same instrument. The
alternative to this sort of explanation is that the steelyard was incredibly inaccurate!
Calculation of the actual ranges of the two scales depends on the way the weights are
arranged, and on some experiments with the steelyard itself. With the weights
arran~ed as in the drawing, the upper scale measures from 0 to 10 units ( = 0 to 9
Iibrae) and the lower scale measures from 5 to 33 units (
5 to 23 librae).
27. Iron scythe blade with thickened triangular back edge.
Length of fragment o' 5' m.
This is probably part of an enormous blade such as those from Great Chesterford,"
or the recent finds from Barnsley Park villa, Glos. (now in the British Museum).
28. Iron padlock with sliding bolt now rusted into the lock. The box part of the lock
is held together by six dome-headed rivets. An iron loop once fitted into the woodwork
of a door or the lid of a box remains locked onto the padlock. This type of padlock
is common enough, though very cumbersome.
Length 0'3'5 m.
n R. C. Neville, Arch. J.t

XllI

(1856), 1-13.
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'9. Handle of an iron .hovel. Quadrangular bar with two patches of twists; flattened
at the handle end and provided with a hook and suspension ring. Similar pieces
come from Carrawburgh mithraeurn, Verulamium and from recent excavations at
Shakenoak, near North Leigh, Oxon.'3
Length of fragment 0 '45 m.
Twisting of this sort seems to have been common on the handles of tools connected with fire and the hearth, as it still is on many pokers. The custom presumably
dates from the Lime when the continual healing and cooling would have tended to
split the wrought iron; the twisted shaft would prevent the split metal from breaking
up.
30. Oval pan with folding handle; the join between pan and handle (drawn in two
positions) is a delight in its simplicity.
Longth with handle extended o' 5' m.
Similar iron pans with folding handles come from London and Colchester, and
bronze ones from hoards at Wotton, Surrey, and turmerc, Essex. Wheeler cites another
bronze example from Rheims, and four iron ones from Egypt. Kennett, discussing
the British bronze examples, calls them Coptic, though I can sec no reason for this ;
the)' are more likely to have been made locally."
3" Socketted morticing chisel; square blade, chamferred to give on octagonal socket.
The socket is now broken; it seems to have been of the closed type.
Length 0'" 5 m.
3'. Thick iron binding; U·shaped, broken across the rounded end; two bolt holes
in one- arm, three in the other.
33. Three fragments of thinner binding strips with holes.
34 and 35. Fragments of thin iron strip without holes.
36 and 37. Two oval-sectioned bolts, or perhaps the two ends of one bolt. These
are more neatly made than ordinary nails, and their oval sections argue against their
having been used for hinge pins.
38. An iron horseshoe. This may be part of the well group, but it was found lying
on the top of the dump in the bottom of the pit at the beginning of the second day's
search, and I suspect that it had been put there by the workmen to encourage us !

SIOllt alld POUtry Fragments. (FIG. 8.)
39. Fragment of an upper quem stone; conglomerate sandstone with large nodules
of quartz.
Diam. 0'56 m.
40. Fragment of a lower quem stone; conglomerate gritstone ; radial, or near radial,
grooves on the upper surface.
Diam. 0'76 m.
41. Two-handled flagon; soft orange body with a bright orange slip; not a local
fabric, perhaps from the Colchester area or even the continent.
4'. Bowl; buff micaceous body, bright red slip; a local product t)'Pical of the
Dorchester kilns.
43. Base of a bowl in distinctive creamy white ware with a brown painted design.
I have called this pottery' Parchment ware'. It is a local fabric, mostly of the 4th
century, made in small quantities and traded, so it seems, as far and wide as Oxford
mortaria and red colour-coated wares; there are pieces at Richborough and Segontium.
The main shape is a bowl with straight sidrs and a thick rim, and painted decoration
in orange or brown on the inside and outside. The ware is obviously comparable to
" S. S. Frere. V".ulamium 1(1971). 16-1- and A. R. Hands II oJ., ExuwatitHU at SIulk~noaJc. IV (1973).
132-3 .
•• R. E. M. Wheeler, iAn(/(;n in Roman Tun~s (1930). 118-119 i M. R. Hull, Rtmwn ColduJt~r (1958).
247 j D. H. Kennett,lahrbu.ch Rom. GtTm. -tmJraimuseum Afai,.z. XVI (1g6g), 11l3-148. Add to these se\'er:al
French examples listed by S. Boucher, ViL1uu-Brtmz.es A,.tiqws (19711, no. 3~.
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the painted bowls from Crambeck and the New Forest, though in shape and fabric it
is quite distinct from these. 1s
44. Flanged rim bowl; black-burnished ware.

45. Bowl in hard grey ware, black-burnished surface.
46. Small jar with girth grooves; fine grey fabric, brownish surface.

47. Fragment of similar ware in grey fabric.
Various other fragments of pottery include red colour-coated wares of local origin,
one with a fragment with overlapping rosette stamps; and a fragment of combed flue
tile.
Animal Bones.

The peaty deposit contained a quantity of animal bones only a few of which were
collected; all these belonged to the species Bos and Ceruus.
Human Bones.

Fragments of a human skull were found mixed up with earthy soil, presumably part
of the well filling above the waterlogged peaty deposit. The brow ridges are massive
rather than slight; the teeth are fully erupted, though little worn.
Otkr Organ;' Malerial.
A sample of the peaty material was taken, but in view of the disturbed nature of the
deposit, it has not been submitted to any expert for examination. Its most obvious
contents are pieces of a hob-nai1ed leather shoe and a fruit stone, from a plum or some
such.

Discussion oj the find
It has already been argued that the find represents the filling of a well. The
objects all belong typically to the 4th century, and there is no reason to suppose
that the well was not in use for a good many years. The presence of buildings
nearby can only be guessed at, or inferred on the basis of Mrs. Greenaway's
excavations. The date at which the pewter was hidden cannot be stated
precisely, though it is probably accurate to say that it happened at the end of the
Roman period.
The pewter represents the family plate of some reasonably prosperous
household. Several large hoards of this sort are known: Applcshaw, Hants ;
Barnwell, Cambs ; Attleborough and Hockwold, Norfolk; Icklingham, Suffolk ;
Duston, orthants; Manton, Wilts; Manchester; and there are numerous
smaller groups.·6 My study of the Appleford pieces has led me on to an examination of the composition of these other hoards, and this is not yet complete, though
several points have been obvious from the start. None of the hoards represents
a single matching set of equipment such as one might get if one went into a shop
and bought it all at one time. For instance, among the Appleford pieces, nos. 17
and 18 are obviously a pair; nos. 21 and 22 also seem to be a pair, though only
one is decorated; nos. 23 and 24 are a pair (though of different sizes they are
'S See now, C. J. Young, in Romano British Coarse Pottery (ed. A. P. Detsica.s), 1973.
" Appleshaw (Brit. Mw.), ArduuologUz, LVI; Bardwell (Bury St. E. Mus.), Britannia, II, pl. 37 ;
Attteborough (Norwich Mus.); Hockwold (Norwich &. Bury); Icklingham (Brit. Mus., Ipswich,
Cambridge, Bury); Lakcnbeatb (B. M.) j Duston (Northampton) ; ~ianton (Demes) j Manchester.
LYSOnJ, Rtliquiat Romt:1l» Bril4nnilu, J813, Vol. I, part IV, pI. V j and the general surveys oew.]. Wedlakc,
~;.", .. c.mtrt.m ('9511), 8'-jj3 and C. A. Peal, Pro<. Camb. AnI. S«., uc ('967), '9-37.
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Graffiti on pewter ( 1/2)

linked by the identical rim form and by the Pacata inscriptions) ; and nos. 8
and 9 look as though they too are a pair, though of dilTerent sizes. Otherwise the
pieces do not obviously match up with each other, though several of the plates
have similar rim forms. The impression is of a group of vessels which had been
acquired bit by bit over a number of years, and this is confirmed by the differing
degrees of wear on the plates. Some of the pieces may even have been secondhand, for the secondary nature of the Lovernianus inscription on plate 24 suggests
that the Pacata inscription was already there when Lovernianus bought it. The
question of how many years collecting is represented by a hoard such as Appleford
can only be answered by reference to the changing shapes of vessels in pewter
and other materials. The deeper sort of plate with a curving wall like nos. [7
and [8 was being made in bronze in the middle of the 3rd century,'7 while the flat
plates with a thick triangular rim like nos. 23 and 24 repeat the shape of the famous
silver missorium ofTheodosius of A.D. 388.,8 These are two isolated fixed points
which indicate the likely time range represented by the Appleford hoard. A
hundred years is not much in the life of a pewter plate as can be seen from the
condition of the numerous pieces on sale in antique shops today.
The large number of late Roman pewter hoards and their widespread
distribution together with the increasing evidence of widespread manufacture'9
I7J . Werner, ft.forburt" $tudien ( 1938), 259-267; and a bronze plate from Niedcrbicber, BOnnlr
Jalarbuclrn, C'tx, 28,.
" R. Oelbru«k, Du Cmuuumliptyeltct. 1929. 235--242, N . 62 .
I, P. D. C. Brown, Corn.iPI A,c.IuuoWD. IX ( 1970). 107-110, and Witcombe, Glos. (Society of Antiquaries, Portfolio of R.tmwt Bri14in. IV, 3) and Westbury, WillS. (Devizes Museum, 709).
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indicate how common the metal was. Unfortunately, individual hoards are not
related directly to individual buildings, save in the case of Applcshaw, Hants.
Here a hoard of 32 pieces was buried in a hole in a cement floor which was
presumably part of the villa to which the hoard belonged. The site is in the
mid,t of a group of opulent villas north of Andover; it has not been excavated,
but parts of buildings have been found 80 yds. from the findspot of the hoard,
and the house sounds like a large one." The nearest comparable building to
the findspot of the Appleford hoard is the villa at Dropshort just west of Sutton
Courtenay, only about a mile away. This villa is known to have patterned
mosaic floors; parts of it were excavated a few years ago, and the preliminary
report describes the villa as a large one." This sounds the sort of place that
might have owned the pewter hoard; a smaller home would barely have had
room to spread it out, let alone use it. The hoard fiUs an area of 25-30 'q. ft.
It is fairly obvious that pewter was cheaper than silver, and it seems probable
that it was also cheaper than bronze and that pewter had supplanted bronze for
the making of this sort of vessel in 4th century Roman Britain. Late Roman
hoards of bronze vessels in Britain include only tl,ose vessels which are spun or
beatenn-two methods of manufacture not suited to pewter. Plates and bowls
such as these from Appleford which are cast, are everywhere of pewter. With
the exception of the l\1ildenhall treasure silver vessels were not hoarded in the
same way though there can have been no shortage of silver as the hoard of scrap
from Traprain Law shows. There must have been some households which had
sets made up partly of silver and partly of pewter; there is no evidence for this
among the pewter hoards though there are scraps of pewter from Traprain.·l
This may point to a recognized difference in value between silver and pewter,
so that when the time came to flee the more valuable silver was carried away
while the less valuable and much heavier pewter was buried to be recovered on
returning.
APPENDIX
THE APPLE FORD COIN HOARD

On ti,e last day of 1954, a hoard of coins was ploughed up in Appleford Field
at a point which must be about 200 yards north of the area of gravel working
whicll produced the pewter. A note about the hoard appeared in Oxonitnsia,"
but the two pottery jars which contained the coins were not illustrated and it is
for this reason, and to complete the record of the site that the hoard is described
here. Dr. C. ~f. Kraay's note of 1954, reprinted verbatim, is: < Apart from
a handful of earlier coins extending back to Gallienus, the great bulk of the
hoard was made up of the issues of Constantine the Great and his sons from about
u C. H. Engleheart, Proc. Hanls Fitld Club, 9 (1920), 215-:H6. Engleheart'J ofien-quoted date of
350 A.D. for the Appleshaw hoard is based on the coin aeries at a neigbbouring site and the limilarity
oC wan plasters from the two silet (ArcItMolDgiIJ, Lvt, 6)!
"Joum. limn. S'wi., ux ('969), .08.
u Kennett, ICC note '4 i M. D. era'iter, Anliq. }., L (1970), 344I) A. O. Curle, TJu TrUll"" of rrtjwilin (1923), 100.
14 C. M. KRay, Oxoninasia, xx {1955', 92'-93.
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320-347. The latest coins were five examples of the fEL. TE;\lP. REPARATIO
types of Constantius II and Constans, so that the hoard must have been buried
within a few years before 350. Although the coins had been .emo\'ed from their
containers by the finder it was e\;dent from the metal stains that each pot had
held different-sized coins. One had contained over 1650 Constantinian issues
minted from about 320 ~326. All except 100 were from the mint of London and
were in very fine condition with their silver coating often intact. Of the coins
of London, those of Constantine II Caesar far outnumber those of Constantine I
or Crispus. Among the remaining coins nearly all the Imperial mints (except
Alexandria) were represented by occasional specimens. The second pot contained
nearly 4000 coins of which the great majority were issued after 335; GLORIA
EXERCITUS (one standard) and VICTORIAE DD AVGGQ
far outnumber any reverse type, and the great majority were struck at the mint of Trier.
The very thin representation of types struck between 326 and 335 (GLORIA
EXERCITUS (2 standards), URBS ROMA, CO STANTINOPOLlS) is
remarkable.'
A full analysis of this hoard has not yet appeared, but when it does it is likely
to be printed in a numismatic journal rather than in these pages.
The first pot (FIG. 10, A , is grey, quite pale in the break and hard, fired at
a relatively high temperature. There is a cordon at the base of the neck; the
mouth was probably curled over outwards till it was almost horizontal. The
base and lower part of the body have been turned, the upper part of the body
has Leen burnished and there is a rough band between them. There is also an
unburnished decorative band flanked by grooves just above the belly of the pot.
The second pot (FIG. 10, B) , seems to be in much the same fabric though it is
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darker on the surface and darker in the break. Detail, of the neck and rim are
mISSing. The turned and burnished area.. overlap-as they were presumably
intended to do--leaving only the ingle unburnished band around the belly;
this is embellished with a burni hed wavy line.
The general fonn of these vessds is best paralleled by a number of so-called
handleless bottles from the Sandford kiln site,'5 though the Sandford fabric is
softer than these pieces. Hard. smooth-surfaced, grey pottery like these two
pieces is common on sites in the region though not in dated contexts. Its use
for containers for this coin hoard gives a firm date for its manufacture, in the
second quarter of the 4th century.
The hoard, as Dr. Kraay has shown, obdously represents two hoards, and
if these were in two pots as the evidence suggests, is it possible that one pot dates
from the closing of the first hoard and the other from the closing of the second ?
The markings inside pot A show that it contained the earlier hoard, which wa..
the smaller ; and it is the smaller pot, so that is in agreement. This hoard closed
about 327. If it was not put straight into pot A, it must have been kept intact
elsewhere and put into its pot about 347, the date of closing of the second hoard.
But, if the two hoards were buried at the same time, why weren't they put together
into a single pot ? It seems more likely that the first hoard was already in pot A,
and probably already buried in the ground, and that pot B with its hoard was
buried alongside it in 347. This would be an example of banking by burying,
the careful saver baving taken careful note of the position of his first hoard so
that he was able to relocate it and add to it twenty years later. Neither date
need indicate any calamity in the area; they are merely dates in the life of one
man who chose to bury his talents. And, from d,e way in which each hoard
comes predominantly from a single mint, it looks as though he received his money
tn miIJse rather than by saving, perhaps as a gratuity, perhaps as pay.
Whether
payor gratuity, when older, the man required more money and obtained it.
This leads to the rather surprising deduction that pot A was made about 327,
and pot B about 347.

The Santry is gratiful to the Council for BritIsh ArchaeologJI for a grant, and to the
Am9 Roadstone Construction Ltd. for a gtntrOUS donation, which have 7Iltt the cost of this

paper.
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